Abstract. By using the semi-tensor product of matrices theory method, this paper studies the Pan Boolean algebra PID control algorithm's conversion problem. It was found that the power computation of n-ary logical structure matrix can be converted into counting its (n+1)-ary structure matrix by its truth table. The Pan Boolean algebra PID control algorithm consisted of nine Pan Boolean logic equations is expressed by a set of structure matrix equations which have only three structure matrices. So the Pan Boolean logic algorithm can be converted into ordinary algebraic control algorithm.
Introduction
Pan Boolean algebra control derived from the Pan Boolean algebra in the early 80's [1] ，After several decades of development, the Pan Boolean algebra control have theory and application of the systematic research achievements in the single variable control system design and control, the nine point control theory systematically discusses the Pan Boolean algebra controller design, dynamic analysis, static characteristics analysis and system stability analysis [2] . The literature describes the parameters analysis of spatial Pan Boolean algebra of PID control, the 27 control parameters of Pan Boolean algebra of PID controller are described in this coordinate system [3] , It is used for the analysis of indicators of the performance of this controller. However, so far, because the classical mathematical tools of calculus and matrix theory can't be used for logic control research, Pan Boolean algebra is the main tool of Pan Boolean algebra control theory, available mathematical tools is very little, so it is difficult to achieve a breakthrough. In recent years, the semi tensor product of matrices theory method proposed by Cheng Daizhan professor and other scholars, who have achieved fruitful results in the logical problem analysis and control research field [4] [6] [7] , and provides a good research tools for the Pan Boolean algebra control.
It is described in this paper that the Pan Boolean algebra PID control algorithm can be converted into an ordinary algebra PID control algorithm by the semi-tensor product theory and method. The main contents of this paper are as follows:
(1) The power computation of Boolean logic structure matrix can be converted into counting its structure matrix which can be easily calculated by its truth table.
(2) A set of Pan Boolean algebra PID control algorithm is expressed by a set of structure matrix algebra equation.
(3) A logical structure matrix depended on the logical structure of its logical formula.
Matrix expression of Boolean logic operation
Definition 1 [6] The Boolean logic domain is . Definition 2 [6] A Boolean logic variable is a variable which can take value from ，that is . To obtain a matrix expression, we identify "T" and "F", respectively, with the vectors ;
Definition 3 [1] A Pan Boolean logic variable is a variable which can take value from ，that is ， . Different from the classical Boolean logic variables, Pan Boolean logic variables also satisfy the following conditions： . (3) .
(4) Definition 4 [6] Given a matrix such that ，we define a , , inductively as (5) Theorem 1 [6] If ， , then . Theorem 2 [6] ，Given a logical function with logical variables , there exists a unique matrix , called the structure matrix of , such that (6) where . Theorem 3 [6] , if r-ary operator 's truth table is ，then its structure matrix is (
Where Application of Theorem 2 and theorem 3, we can get the r-ary Boolean logic "conjunction" operation's matrix expression and "disjunction" operation's matrix expressions are as follows: 
Called as the treble logic disjunction operator's structure matrix.
Boolean logic algorithm of Pan Boolean algebra PID control
As shown the Fig.1 , given value (R (t))=Expected value when the system operates; Deviation (E (t))= Given value -Output value (C (t)); Deviation integral:
; Deviation differential: ; The controller outputs Y(Control action)。Control action is divided into 3 kinds. Each kind can further subdivide into grades. In this paper, control action is divided into nine grades: Strengthen ( Add a lot, add some, add weakly, add a little,), Keep, weaken (reduce a little, reduce weakly, reduce some, reduce a lot). Now the control rules of controller are represented using pan-Boolean algebra. Let X1 denote deviation, and denote three states respectively: deviation is greater than 0 (positive), deviation is in zero zone (zero), deviation is less than zero (negative); let X2 denote rate of change of deviation, and denote three states respectively: rate of change of deviation is greater than 0 (positive), rate of change of deviation is in zero zone (zero), rate of change of deviation is less than zero (negative); Let X3 denote deviation integral, and denote three states respectively: accumulated deviation is greater than 0 (positive), accumulated deviation is in zero zone (zero), accumulated deviation is less than zero (negative); Let y denotes control rules, and ， ， ， ， ， ， ， ， denotes 9 control rules: add a lot, add some, add weakly, add a little, keep, reduce a little, reduce weakly, reduce some, reduce a lot.
The Pan Boolean algebra PID control algorithm as formula (24) -(32) are shown [5] . 
Structure Matrix of Pan Boolean Algebra PID Control Algorithm
By applying the theorem 1 and theorem 2, the formula (26) can be converted into semi-tensor product formula, the operation process are as follows.
is Called the structure matrix of Pan Boolean algebra PID control algorithm . Similarly, the formula from (27) to (34) can be converted into semi-tensor product expression, as follows. 
Discussion and Results
In section 2, the theorem 4 and theorem 5 simplifies the power calculation of logical structure matrix. In fact, the theorem 4 can be extended to general Boolean logical structure matrix calculation, such as conditional and all binary operators.
As shown formula (26),(27),(29),(31),(33) and formula (34), it is found that there is the same logical structure in the several formula, which is consisted of three logical conjunction items and two logical disjunction operations. So their structure matrices, such that 、 、 、 、 、 are the same. Similarly, because the logical structure of the formula (28) and formula (32) are the same, their structure matrices and are the same. Consequently, nine structure matrix's calculation can be converted into three structure matrix's ( , , ) calculation. When the Pan Boolean algebra PID control algorithm expressed by the semi-tensor product, the logical control algorithm's calculation process becomes simple. Moreover, it is important that this is a conversion from Boolean logical algebra method into ordinary algebra method. We can use ordinary algebra tools to research the logical algebra control problems.
